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Abstract: This article explores the multiple meanings of the concept of openness in the global
maker movement. Openness is viewed as one of the key principles of the maker movement. As
the global maker movement is a bricolage of diverse and situated practices and traditions, there
are also many different interpretations and ways of practicing openness. We have explored this
diversity with an integrative literature review, relying on the Web of Science™ database. We identified
three interrelated but also, in part, mutually contested approaches to openness. Firstly, openness
often refers to applying open hardware. Secondly, it is in many cases related to the inclusion and
empowerment of various groups in making. Thirdly, openness appears to be seen as a means
to pursue economic growth through increasing innovation activity and entrepreneurship. Our
results also highlight the substantial barriers encountered by makers while aiming to open up their
practices. These barriers include: value conflicts in which openness is overridden by other important
values; exclusion of lower income groups from making due to a lack of resources; and difficulties in
maintaining long-term activities. The different meanings of openness together with the barriers create
tensions within the maker movement while implementing openness. We propose that engaging in a
reflexive futures dialogue on the consequences of these tensions can enhance the maker movement
to become more open, inclusive and resilient.

Keywords: maker movement; openness; critical making; open hardware; inclusion; tensions

1. Introduction

Today, we are witnessing a growing professionalisation of the maker-driven open
hardware movement that is comparable to open-source software, which has already be-
come mainstream. An often-claimed characteristic of the maker movement is its strong
commitment towards openness. Makers are keen to realise openness as much as possible
and openness and sharing seem to be key principles that makers abide by according to
Millard et al. [1]. Openness is practiced by the sharing of ideas and designs locally in
makerspaces, and by learning online in the wider community using multiple platforms
for uploading designs and projects for other makers to use and adapt. Openness is one of
the major ways in which the maker movement challenges currently prevalent production
systems that rely on closed systems and intellectual property rights. Without open practices
the maker movement would not be able to spread in the way we see it spreading currently.

Even though openness is such a central value to the maker movement and has such
a profound role in shaping the movement’s future, a comprehensive review of the topic
has been lacking so far. When openness of the maker movement has been studied, the
perspective has usually focused on one of the aspects of openness, such as inclusiveness
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of certain groups of people (e.g., [2]), openness of knowledge sharing (e.g., [3]), implica-
tions of open hardware (e.g., [4]) or the economic implications of open maker practices
(e.g., [5]). In this article, all these different perspectives are brought together. We aim to
build a comprehensive framework for understanding the multiple views on openness in
the maker movement. Our key research questions are: (a) What kinds of meanings are
given to openness in maker movement studies? (b) What societal goals are connected to
different interpretations of openness? (c) What kinds of tensions arise from these different
understandings within the maker movement?

Next, we will briefly introduce the maker movement and relate it to the starting point
of this article, the Critical Making project. Then we present our review methodology. In
the main body of our literature review, which is based on the Web of Science™ dataset, we
will elaborate on the different meanings of openness found within the maker movement
as well as the barriers encountered when opening up the practices. In Section 4, we
discuss our conceptualisation of these differences as tensions and hope to show how the
tensions can be lived with rather than solved. We argue that this kind of reflexive and
critical futures dialogue can pave a way towards a more plural, open and context-sensitive
maker movement.

1.1. Maker Movement

When conducting research on the maker movement, it is important to note that we
are not faced with a uniform activity that follows one central blueprint and that should
be reproduced anywhere in the world exactly as prescribed. Following Ong and Collier’s
definition, the maker movement is rather a “global assemblage” (Ong and Collier 2004
in [6]) of hacker- and makerspaces, spaces of collaborative design and grassroots innovation,
brought to life by offline and online communities that make use of the tools found in these
spaces. Examining their diversity and situatedness [7] in local sociopolitical realities can
help extend and redefine what constitutes making and shed light on (hyper)local societal
questions. But the lack of uniformity also makes research complicated. Innovative activities
of groups of people are often carried out “beneath the radar” of academia and industry [8].

The current definitions of what constitutes a maker are thus wide-ranging and ac-
commodate many practices around the common denominator of people being creators
of physical objects. Many experts also attribute certain values to makerspaces, such as
social responsibility, emancipation, inclusiveness, or openness (e.g., [8]). However, it has
been claimed that mainstream maker practices are not always very inclusive or open.
One of the best-known maker media outlets, the American magazine entitled MAKE:
(https://make.co/ (accessed on 7 December 2021)), has often been criticised for represent-
ing making as a hobby for privileged white males. Critics have also accused the magazine
of guiding makers towards ready instructions and kits, steering them away from creative,
critical tinkering and hardware hacking [9]. Concerns that the maker movement is “forget-
ting open hardware” were expressed when the MakerBot, “the darling of the Open-Source
Hardware movement”, became closed-sourced [10]. These critiques already highlight the
varying understandings of openness: It refers to open-source hardware, but also to creative
mindsets and openness to new ideas and innovations.

It is thus obvious that, as making itself, openness is also a multifaceted concept
carrying different meanings in different contexts. There isn’t any one definition of openness
that could catch all the meanings attached to the term in the maker movement. Instead,
there are many co-existing understandings of what being open means [11]. Openness
is not a binary concept either, but there are different degrees of openness and different
ways of promoting openness. Following on from this, despite the centrality of the idea of
openness in the maker movement, there is no standard for what it means to be open. The
understanding of openness as an evolving concept guides the work presented in this paper.
This concept originally triggered the authors to explore different interpretations of openness
as well as the underlying assumptions behind these interpretations and related societal
goals. While interconnected, these partially contested understandings and interpretations
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of openness are guiding making practices in slightly different directions and towards
different futures.

There are many, often contradictory imaginaries of the future the maker movement
could bring about (see, e.g., [12] vs. [13]). Openness, however, plays a central role in
shaping the movement, whatever direction it will take. Bringing about the next industrial
revolution [14] requires a great deal of open practices from sharing spaces, designs and
knowledge to opening up the closed “black boxes” (see, e.g., [15]) of technology. Similarly,
building more maker-based businesses and economic growth in the current capitalist sys-
tem requires constant balancing between open sharing and individualistic profit-making [3].
To be able to build a desirable future for the maker movement, more understanding of the
implications of promoting openness is needed. This paper highlights the importance of
recognising the different discourses. We argue that balancing between the different forces
of openness is vital to the future of the maker movement.

1.2. Starting Point of the Inquiry: Critical Making

The starting point of this article is in the Critical Making project that a group of
researchers, including the authors of this article, launched at the beginning of 2021. The
project aims at increasing the reflexivity and criticality of the maker movement. Openness
is recognised as a central theme in this quest, therefore openness is one of the focal points
of the project.

In this paper, we are investigating the concept of openness from the viewpoint of
critical making. Broadly speaking, critical making is understood as practices that combine
making and critical thinking. For Matt Ratto, who originally coined the term, a critical
approach to making highlights the thought process behind making, using the objects that
are being made as reflection points [16]. While openness has not been explicitly discussed
in the discourse, it is central to this understanding, as sharing thoughts and reflecting on
practices together is at the very core of making as a critical practice. In the term’s further
development by Hertz, “critical making” serves to engage critically with technology and
shows that building electronic objects can be an effective form of social argument or political
protest [17,18]. The artefacts emerging from this process are documented openly.

The Critical Making consortium has also defined its own working definition of crit-
ical making. This working definition highlights the two parts that together form critical
making: making and criticality. Criticality is defined as having multiple important as-
pects: locality, social responsibility, critical thoughts, impact and meaningfulness (see
https://criticalmaking.eu/ for more information (accessed on 7 December 2021)). While
the working definition was being developed, the topic of openness raised multiple ques-
tions, such as: How much openness can the consortium call for? Should an open-source
license be required? Do maker communities have to actively distribute their blueprints to
make these truly open and accessible? What is openness in countries where IP rights are
so different from the Western setting? Some of these questions are rooted in a 2019 work-
shop, which was organised by prospective consortium members at the 9th International
Conference on Communities & Technologies, mainly with practitioners from the Global
South. The aim was to better understand whether the term “critical making” resonated
with grassroots practitioners and how they understood it. During this workshop, open-
source innovation, commons and impact-driven innovation through making were central
thoughts as a mechanism to become more self-sustaining through breaking the cycle of
reliance on external funding. The participants expressed the need to invent new (business)
models for commons-based organisations, so that these can become financially sustainable
while sharing concepts, and in this process, decolonising knowledge. They exclaimed: “we
have to overcome the idea of ownership of ideas!” [19].

Critical making often also tries to engage diverse groups, and individuals from differ-
ent cultural backgrounds, minorities and marginalised groups. This is further discussed
in the literature review, but at this time it is important to note that openness in critical
making is more than sharing designs. Openness is also openness of the practice of mak-
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ing itself. Opening up the practice of making can mean inclusion of different cultural
understandings of making and widening the viewpoint from that of Western, white and
privileged makers [20]. According to our understanding of openness within the Critical
Making consortium, opening up the practice of making has to go further than being open
to everyone on paper; it also has to make it possible and feasible for all aspiring makers
to truly join the practice. This may include the overcoming of unequal power relations or
the offering of different scheduling possibilities for mothers or people with disabilities,
for example [11]. Thus, social justice and equality can be examples of the values that are
reflected in critical making practices [9] and as we will see further below in the presentation
of results and discussion, empowerment and inclusiveness are some of the central concepts
for openness in making or, rather, in critical making.

2. Methodology: Integrative Literature Review

To gain a comprehensive understanding of how openness is understood and discussed
in the maker movement, we have conducted a qualitative, integrative literature review [21]
of scientific studies on making. The integrative review serves the purpose of collecting
and combining the different approaches to openness particularly well in a dynamically
developing field of grassroots innovation studies and social movement studies, which
draw from different disciplinary backgrounds.

The review protocol had three stages: (1) the planning stage, when we formulated the
guiding research questions that define the boundaries of the literature to be reviewed; (2) the
conducting stage, involving data extraction and coding, followed by data analysis and
synthesis; and (3) the reporting stage, focusing on answering the research questions [21,22].

In conducting the literature review, we used the Web of Science™ database as the
primary data source. The Web of Science™ is a publisher-independent global citation
database and a platform that allows the tracking of ideas across disciplines from almost
1.9 billion cited references based on over 171 million records [23].

The research objective guiding the search was to gain a deep and diverse under-
standing of how openness is conceptualised in the maker movement. The diversity of the
movement was a recognised starting point. From this understanding, different research
traditions and terminologies were approached through different search inquiries. The
questions guiding the search and analysis were formulated as follows: How is openness
understood in the maker movement? What practices support or hinder openness in the
maker movement?

The search queries were formulated as: “critical making”, “critical making” AND open-
ness, “maker movement” AND openness, DIY AND openness, openness AND RRI. The first
search queries were discussed between the authors of this article. As the search continued,
new terms were established based on the evolving understanding of interconnections and
terminologies used in different disciplinary contexts. The use of different queries aimed at
achieving a rich and comprehensive understanding of the phenomena being studied. An
important indicator in justifying whether there was a need to broaden the queries further
was the emergence of the same articles in different inquiries. This kind of saturation of
collected article data during the course of inquiries meant that in practice, the emergence
of new articles decreased as the inquiry went further.

Table 1 shows the inquiries that led to the extraction of articles. The inquiries are
presented in the order in which they were conducted. In addition to the search inquiries
presented here, some inquiries did not result in any new extractions and are thus not
listed here. In addition, a few inquiries were excluded as they resulted in too many search
results. In these cases the search was refocused more precisely onto the topic of interest
by modifying the inquiry. As the search continued, more and more overlap was observed,
which can be seen from the lower number of new extracts from later inquiries.
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Table 1. Search inquiries in the Web of Science™.

Inquiry Results Extracts
“critical making” 56 28
“maker culture” AND openness 7 7
“maker culture” AND open 27 19
“maker movement” AND open 62 35
DIY AND openness 10 7
do-it-together AND maker 3 3
hackerspace AND openness 3 1
makerspace AND openness 11 7
makerspace AND open 53 32
makerspace AND inclus * 13 9
“fab lab” AND open 23 15
“open hardware” AND maker 12 4
hackerspace 25 8
“open hardware” AND RRI 1 1
“maker movement” AND business 26 13
“hacker movement” 4 2
“open innovation” AND grass-root 5 5
“maker movement” AND community 96 37
Total articles extracted 233

The selection of articles for an in-depth qualitative analysis was initially done by the
first author, followed by a discussion about the selection amongst the co-authors and one
additional researcher from the Critical Making consortium. This expert was specifically
consulted for uncertain cases. First, the title of the article was reviewed. If a title did not
provide enough information, then the abstract was also read through, after which the
selection was made. The main criterion for the selection of articles was their focus on
openness of the maker movement. Both peer-reviewed and non-peer-reviewed articles
were included. These included some conference papers, theoretical articles as well as
empirical research. A broad picture of how openness is conceptualised was the goal of the
selection. All types of maker practices, excluding purely educational makerspaces, were
included. Only articles published in English were considered, however. This might limit
the extent to which indigenous making practices of different cultures are represented, for
example. There might also otherwise be some overrepresentation of European and North
American perspectives, even though the global maker movement has been captured. The
publishing year of the articles was not a selection criterion, but all selected articles were
published in or after 2012.

The initial inquiry process resulted in a total of 233 potential articles. From these,
40 were selected for in-depth analysis based on the centrality of openness in their contents.
As in the earlier stage, the form of the articles selected was left open, and a broad picture
of the phenomena was sought. Available information of these articles was extracted from
the Web of Science™ to Zotero software, which enabled the establishing of a bibliography
for the selected articles. This bibliography has been added to the public Zotero library
of Critical Making and can be accessed openly (see https://criticalmaking.eu/resources/
(accessed on 7 December 2021)).

The qualitative in-depth analysis was based on careful reading of the articles and the
thematic coding of contents in table format. In this phase, the definition of openness was
intentionally left open and different definitions in different articles were embraced. The
table included themes such as “definition of openness”, “barriers to openness”, “goals” and
“solutions/results” that were recognised as important in understanding the complexities
of how openness was conceptualised. After the first round of thematisation, the analysis
proceeded with more detailed categorisations within the themes. Subcategories were
created on the basis of wordings and metaphors that were used in describing the meaning of
openness and its barriers. In addition, we coded the different activities that were connected
to openness. The analysis process indicated that there are three substantially different ways
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to understand openness in making. The first author of this article mainly conducted the
analysis, but the results were regularly discussed and tested between the three researchers
responsible for data analysis (H.S., J.M. & M.Å.) by cross-reading selected articles. Based on
these discussions, the categorisation scheme was jointly elaborated throughout the process
of analysis. Finally, the results were validated with the two members of the Critical Making
research team (B.K & R.S.) who have particular expertise in maker movement practices and
critical making.

3. Results
3.1. Different Interpretations of Openness in Making

Our results show that there are three different ways to understand the meaning of
openness in the maker movement and maker space literature. The first places emphasis
on open hardware and has its roots in the open hardware movement. The second con-
nects openness to social inclusiveness. The third sees openness as a means to promote
entrepreneurship and a new type of economic growth. These understandings are, in part,
mutually contested and connected to different societal goals and therefore, in some cases,
they are difficult to pursue simultaneously. In the following, we introduce in greater detail
the three interpretations of openness and the underlying assumptions behind them. After
that, we will move on to identify the barriers arising from the different approaches and
their consequences for making.

3.1.1. Open Hardware

The open hardware concept has its background in the open software movement, which
has had some major effects on the way technology and software are used and employed in
business. Attempts have been made to adapt influential open software ideals to produce
hardware, even though there are some major differences between the two. There is no
generally accepted definition of open hardware, but it usually refers to hardware with open
interface, design and production tools, so that it can be replicated and further modified [24].
The open hardware movement is an important starting point of the maker movement, as
open hardware designs are some of the main tools of most makers. In branded FabLabs,
the Fab Charter also explicitly states that every FabLab commits to the open sharing of
hardware designs [25].

Currently, open software and hardware go hand in hand in the maker movement. The
openness of hardware and software are usually seen as merely different sides of sharing
designs [26]. Open software is a central tool for makers, allowing them to control the
physical machines they use [27]. In addition to software and hardware, sharing data openly
is also part of the same value system.

Openness of hardware designs is often seen as having intrinsic value in the maker
movement [28,29]. Open hardware designs can be a source of customisability and endless
creativity, encouraging others to further modify and adapt hardware to suit their purposes
or creative goals [30]. On the other hand, openness of hardware also has more practical
meanings. For example, openness of hardware designs enables cheaper distributed pro-
duction [13], customisability to suit local conditions [4], and more personalised design
compared to traditional production methods [31].

One of open hardware’s more obvious practical dimensions is its potential for relieving
resource scarcity and increasing the availability of things. As machines, such as 3D printers,
laser cutters and CNC routers, become more affordable and more widely available, the
opportunities for making become more diverse. Big online platforms for sharing hardware
designs (such as Thingiverse) also bring hardware designs to all aspiring makers [27]. This
ideal, however, has also raised some critical voices in the maker community. Easy manu-
facturing devices such as 3D printers and the online platforms for sharing designs have
been accused of only accelerating current overconsumption and creating more unnecessary
stuff without the user necessarily even engaging in the technical design practices [32].
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However, there are some undeniably good applications for 3D printing that can help
solve some current societal problems. 3D printing is especially celebrated for its variability.
It can be used to provide more customised aids for the disabled, for example. Sharing aid
designs online, downloading other people’s designs and customising them is relatively
easy and is becoming more widely available. 3D printed aids are also often more affordable
(if a little lower quality) than standard aids available through other channels [33,34].
Designing and prototyping with other maker techniques can also provide accessibility
aids for more people, as cheaper, more frugal designs are being developed [35]. The EC-
funded careables.org platform is a good example of open access to DIY solutions in the
healthcare sector.

Many other people also benefit from increasing availability and customisability of
hardware. New maker techniques can be utilised to provide more laboratory equipment
for educational purposes in areas suffering from resource scarcity, for example [4,36]. More
affordable and easier-to-build science tools can also be developed for use in developed
countries by DIY science practitioners [37]. The maker movement can also provide cheaper
yet high-quality maker tools [38]. In developing economies, a maker approach can also
help ease the shortage of medical supplies [39].

Crises like the current COVID-19 pandemic can also create new scarcities, even in
developed economies. During this global crisis many medical supplies have been in danger
of running out, as demand for them has suddenly exploded. In some countries, the open
hardware approach has been invaluable in providing more medical hardware, such as face
masks, face shields and even 3D printed ventilators [40]. Hospitals in both developed and
developing economies have bought medical hardware from makers even though it cannot
be guaranteed to fulfil all safety requirements, as regularly manufactured hardware was not
available [41]. Pearce presents a call for making all essential medical hardware open-source,
as currently it is not possible to produce most medical hardware in makerspaces using
publicly available information. Going forward, as this pandemic is probably not the last,
there is significant room for improvement [42].

3.1.2. Inclusiveness and Empowerment

Many makers, however, go further with their demand for openness, also advocating
more diversity, equity and inclusion in maker practices. This kind of thinking stems from
the idea that the maker movement should above all be a social movement with a drive
to make a societal impact. It is not perceived to be enough to share one’s designs openly
on the internet, but instead emphasis is placed on ensuring that making is possible for
different groups of society, including underprivileged ones who have often been excluded
from making, even if unintentionally [5,34]. While making has previously been domi-
nated by heterosexual, white, middle-class males, the values of opening maker practices
are now finally being recognised by the wider community [43] and the calls for more
diversity and inclusion of people of other genders, ages, races and sexual orientations are
undeniable [44,45]. Empowerment and inclusiveness are central concepts for openness in
making. These themes raise a very important question: openness for whom? It is essential
that we look more closely at this question to find out who is benefiting from openness
practices in making, or who are makers being open for. One perhaps slightly easy answer
to this question is “consumers” or “citizens”, suggesting that it is ultimately everyone
that benefits from open maker practices [27,46]. In this stream of literature, the maker
movement is seen as empowering for the general public (as opposed to the “elite”).

The empowerment of consumers or citizens can happen in many ways. On one
hand, citizen science projects are trying to create a more participatory and inclusive way
of making science. The idea is that science should not be only something scientists do
and citizens learn about. Instead, science could and should be done in collaboration with
different sectors. Empowering citizens to collaborate in creating data that is relevant to
them in their everyday lives is seen as important, and the created data should then be
made available in a form that is understandable and relevant to citizens, too [47,48].
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On the other hand, empowering consumers can have more to do with producing
physical artefacts than data. This was recognised in many instances in our literature review
as empowerment to interact with and co-create the material surroundings of our everyday
lives. This act of making can be a political protest and a way of influencing the surrounding
society [26]. It can also be empowerment to be creative [49] and to imagine different
futures, and to see oneself as a creator of the material future we are heading towards [50].
Interacting with the material world can also contribute to sustainability, as consumers learn
to interact with everyday objects, such as clothes, and repair and redesign them instead
of only buying, using and discarding [51]. In light of the ongoing global e-waste crisis
due to the obsolescence of ubiquitous technological artefacts, industrial players should
obviously produce more sustainable devices [52–54] but, until this happens, an individual
user’s ability to repair through applying maker knowledge is a powerful expression of
agency [55] and is supported by the recently launched Right to Repair movement, while
makerspaces at e-waste sites are also empowering local makers [56,57].

Some authors go even further with their imaginations and aspirations. A big systemic
change can be imagined where passive consumers become active producers. With new and
developing technology, consumers could potentially produce anything they need or want,
but in a more customised and sustainable way than current production systems do. This
shift of paradigm would encompass cultural change where producing or making becomes
more important than consuming, effectively replacing the current prevailing consumer
culture [49,58]. It would also mean a major change in current production systems, as
consumers would effectively disrupt current production systems [13]. The key that unlocks
this path of future production capabilities can simply be seen as unlocking the individual’s
creative power and realising their capacity to make [59], but many authors also emphasise
the importance of making technology more widely available and achievable [13].

Inclusiveness also points towards underrepresented groups, such as women, gender
diverse people, young people, ethnic minorities, and people with disabilities. Including
more women and girls in making activities can be a goal in itself, pointing towards
more females feeling empowered to get involved with normatively masculine subjects
of electronics and coding [44]. Including children and young people can have the same
goal, increasing the amount of people comfortable with technology building [46] or even
explicitly increasing the share of science and technology students [60]. In developing
economies, the empowerment of young people can also help tackle local challenges, such
as resource scarcity [4]. Some authors also stress the importance of including people from
all socioeconomic classes in maker activities, as working together with different people can
be enriching for all those involved. However, current systems can encourage working in
homogenic groups, and people generally have the tendency to favour others from similar
socioeconomic backgrounds [45,61].

Like the rest of society, making is also usually based on the presumptions of able-
bodiedness and neurotypicality. Critical makers have started to express how problematic
these assumptions are, as big groups of people are left out of making activities. There
is a stream of literature focusing on exploring inclusive practices allowing people with
disabilities to make, thus taking an active role in designing their material surroundings
instead of being passive receivers of assistive technology [33,34]. Inclusive practices
can lead to manufacturing and designing aids for disabled people using open hardware
platforms and 3D printing technology, for example [34,35]. Blind and visually impaired
people also face great challenges in participating in maker practices. The most common
maker tools are based on visual cues such as colour codes, blinking lights and visual
pictures, and computer programs don’t always fully support screen readers. There are,
however, some efforts being made in opening up maker practices to these groups by
developing new software and hardware that allows 3D printing without visual computer
modelling, for example [2,62].

The inclusion of disabled people in making practices is also seen as having positive
impacts at both the individual and societal level. As disabled people are able to interact
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with their material surroundings, for example by 3D printing, they gain a sense of capability
and empowerment [33,34]. They can also get more practical gains, such as more customised
and inexpensive everyday aids [34]. Making can also be a source of creativity for disabled
people [31]. Makerspaces can act as community spaces where the disabled are able to
socialise and, ideally, where greater inclusion can also be achieved outside makerspace
facilities [43]. Even though the empowerment of disabled people can be seen as a form
of empowering underrepresented groups, these are also somewhat separate practices.
Disabled people need new hardware more often than others in order to be able to join
making practices. With other underrepresented groups, however, the efforts needed mostly
concern reframing the narratives and contexts of making. The previous research literature
also mirrors this difference, and these phenomena are mostly dealt with separately.

3.1.3. Economic Growth and Makerspaces

Many authors highlight the potential of the maker movement for generating economic
growth [46] and creating opportunities for entrepreneurship. Makerspaces can offer pos-
sibilities for ideation and innovation together with other creative tinkerers. Makerspace
tools also enable prototyping with a low budget, and can be a stepping stone towards
securing venture capital, scaling up and creating a successful business, for example [12].
While the hope for the maker movement’s economic impacts is a common one, this aspect
is somewhat contradictory with the imaginations of a new economic paradigm, as here
the emphasis is not on changing the system but finding growth within the current system.
Despite this contradiction, the maker movement is on many occasions celebrated as a
potential source of economic gain [12,46], which emphasises the divisions found within the
maker movement.

The role of makerspaces can be constructed as an accelerator of learning for business
and entrepreneurship [5]. At the same time, the maker movement attracts individuals
into product design and, through that, launches more “accidental” entrepreneurship [12].
In terms of increasing equality, the maker movement also increases female inclusion in
starting new businesses [49]. Ryana & Striukova [60] observe that individuals carrying out
innovation are likely to be significantly different compared to innovation activities of firms.
There, we may differentiate social innovation from business innovation. An open, social
innovation is more diffuse, and it may take many different forms and be located in variable
contexts. This is different compared to business-driven firms, where innovations are more
accurately defined and visible. Similarly, Langley et al. [29] separate socially driven forms
of organisation from commercial operators by seeing differences in their social motivation,
collaboration forms, openness and working practices.

Regarding maker technologies, Langley et al. construct technology as an enabler
for entrepreneurial opportunities and emerging business models. Their findings suggest
that, at least in some contexts, makers could benefit from designing new solutions for
wider audiences by increasing multiperspectivity in development [29]. Prototyping relates
closely to technological improvements. There, the maker movement can contribute to
lowering the costs of technological development and, through that, attracting funding and
creating sales [12].

Makerspaces themselves are diverse in function and purpose, and there are mak-
erspaces that specifically aim at fostering entrepreneurs. These makerspaces create meeting
points for entrepreneurs in different phases of their careers and with different goals. Fos-
tering an entrepreneurial community can be beneficial, especially for the entrepreneurs
involved but also for the wider local economy, as new and accelerating businesses boost
economic activities in the area [5,63]. On the other hand, it may very well be that in
some making cultures monetary aspects are less prominent. There, making may rather be
about self-transformation, or a hobby (see [59]). In these circumstances, making can be
seen as a potential path towards professional development, business conceptualisation or
entrepreneurship. It could be described as a pedagogy of making that creates favourable
circumstances for different learning curves to emerge.
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Aryan et al. [28] observe that society-driven or sustainable innovation is traditionally
considered a peripheral activity. Driven by financial crisis, social movements and post-
growth philosophy, for example, societal innovation has developed towards mainstream
thinking and activity. Even though platform-based business models propose a threat
for exploiting results without correct repayment for real idea generators and inventors,
platforms have gained essential relevance as a ground for new business creation within the
maker movement.

What is the relationship between maker entrepreneurs and openness, then? For one,
openness and maker movement can be seen as possible tools for creating entrepreneurial
opportunities [27]. Open innovation, where makers can support the innovators within
companies, can also act as a booster of innovation activities and business [64]. On the other
hand, there are conflicts between financial motivations and openness ideals in making.
Balancing between these is sometimes understood to be a goal worth pursuing, and
there are in fact business models that successfully combine open hardware ideals and
financial profitability [29,65].

Yet another angle to openness of making focuses on the openness of innovation pro-
cesses. Open innovation is a term that refers to innovation processes that are not closed
in one unit of innovating but instead use multiple sources of innovations [39]. Open
innovation is seen as a framework for combining innovation in developed and developing
economies [39] as well as utilising maker networks to complement the innovation processes
of companies [28]. Innovation processes can be made more open through cooperation
between commercial firms and maker networks, where the different understandings sup-
plement each other. In open innovation, more diverse knowledge and skillsets are achieved,
as makers and in-firm innovators often have different backgrounds and perspectives [64].
The benefits of open innovation also include the development of more frugal and relevant
hardware designs as well as adaptability for different contexts and actors [39].

To look at future opportunities from combining business and the maker movement,
extended memberships represent one evident direction [49]. This is close to the existing
view of seeing the maker movement as a dense but diverse network that pulses with
new ideas and innovative thinking [12]. In the future, makerspaces can increasingly
have a function as a societal, multi-stakeholder operator and a node. There, makerspaces
may increasingly offer possibilities for cooperation, where societal needs and challenges
are responded to by combining wider perspectives, motivations, and scopes of learning
and business.

3.1.4. Contested Meanings of Openness in Making and Related Goals

As described in the previous sections, the aim of pursuing openness can generate
from different societal goal settings and understandings of what it ultimately means
to be open. Consequently, suggested solutions for promoting openness may differ as
they target different kinds of openness. Understanding this variety and the potential
tensions between promoting economic growth and regeneration, for example, through
open hardware business and innovation as well as through creating inclusive spaces for
making, is necessary when aiming to create openness tools for the maker movement. To
clarify the different roots of the definitions of openness identified in the literature, we have
collected an overview of the discussions described in the previous sections in Figure 1.

In the next sections, we will elaborate how the different barriers to openness have been
identified in the literature and what kinds of solutions have been suggested to overcome
these barriers. The overview presented in Figure 1 also illustrates the variety of ways in
which different barriers are addressed and emphasised in different articles.
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3.2. Barriers for Openness in Making

Even though openness is a central ideal in the maker movement, there are several bar-
riers to being fully open and inclusive. This can be exemplified by the rather homogenous
participants found in most maker activities, which are comprised in large parts of white,
middle-class males [44]. Mechanisms of exclusion are mostly subtle and unintended [61],
which often makes them hard to recognise and correct. Luckily, there is a growing under-
standing of these issues and there are many solutions recognised in the literature review.
These dynamics are considered in this chapter.

3.2.1. Value Conflicts—Openness and Individual Gains

One commonly recognised barrier for open practices in the maker movement is value
conflicts. Even when openness is ideologically important to makers, it often conflicts with
other values such as financial motivations [36] or other individual aspirations [3]. These
conflicts might lead to not sharing one’s laboured designs freely for others to copy [65] or
patenting one’s innovations despite the commonly held value of open sharing [3]. In part,
these conflicts stem from the fact that making always costs something, as materials are
not free, and in other instances makers are not aware of the different licences that exist for
open-source hardware and what the consequences of their usage is. This is also where the
open hardware movement differs from the open software movement, which it borrowed
many of its values from [66].

Langley et al. present the dilemma between openness and economic profit as a choice
that every aspiring maker entrepreneur needs to make at some point. They see open
sharing and commercialisation as contesting logics that need to fit together somehow, for
example by choosing (mainly) one over the other. Moving to conditional sharing —where,
for example, a membership fee is a condition for sharing anything —is another option for
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merging the two approaches [29]. On the other hand, Troxler and Wolf [65] have found
examples of functioning enterprises with open business models, where 3D printing and
consulting, for example, comprise the profit, and no licensing or only creative commons
licensing is needed. In these cases, the entrepreneur’s own morals and sense of fairness
can be central, as there are no established rules for practicing a fully open-source business.
For example, vendors of 3D printed objects can share their profits with original designers
who have shared their designs openly on the internet, but this is entirely up to them
as there are no legal requirements or even community standards for doing this kind of
business [65]. Similarly, Ferreira [67] has mapped various types of functioning business
models with openness of hardware designs, concluding that profiting from open-source
hardware financially is possible in many distinct ways.

Individualism can pose challenges other than economic profit generation. Collab-
orating on a project is not always as simple as one would hope, and makerspaces can
become places for individual projects where the sense of community often mentioned when
describing the maker movement might not manifest into reality [3]. It seems that makers
in many cases end up working in relative isolation, as every person might have their own
goals, interests and projects [3,5]. Sharing time and knowledge in the form of helping
others is also not always seen as desirable, as individuals might perceive these resources as
too valuable for free sharing [3]. This is especially prominent when the skills in question are
professional and could also be used to make money [61]. When makerspaces try to include
different types of makers there can also be difficulties in sharing the space’s resources in a
fair and just way. For example, entrepreneurial makers may be seen to be using too many
resources compared to their peers as they are accelerating their own business in a shared
space of time [63]. One solution to this is limiting the time and storage space available to
any one member of a makerspace, even if this limits entrepreneurial opportunities [49].

Conscious efforts of community creation were discussed in the literature as a tool
for creating more openness in makerspaces [5]. A maker’s sense of community can be
consciously advanced in the hope of leading to more willingness to share. Creating a
diverse community was also perceived as a tool for advancing entrepreneurial making,
as it allows aspiring entrepreneurs to get the support of others with similar interests
but different skillsets [12]. Creating an active community can also help to create more
continuity of making practices [30]. Online platforms are also a prominent and effective tool
connecting makers over even large spatial distances and allowing the sharing of designs
and ideas globally [27,29]. Making can also act as a setting for creating meeting points.
Maker activities can bring together scientists and citizens in citizen science projects [47],
or offer a common discussion platform for solving local societal problems [26]. Bringing
together people from different socioeconomic backgrounds in making or hacking can also
be beneficial and lead to greater inclusion of people from low socioeconomic classes to
society [45].

3.2.2. Structural Barriers: Privileged Making Practices

Despite making usually being described as an activity open to all who are interested
in DIY (do-it-yourself) practices [49,60], there are several structural barriers that exclude
certain societal groups from making activities. In this chapter we consider the privileged
presuppositions often found in the maker movement excluding lower socioeconomic
classes as well as other marginalised groups. As mentioned above, the maker movement
contains mostly white, middle-class males, and there are several structural barriers that
explain a big part of why this is so.

Firstly, the costs of making can exclude some people, be they material and prototyping
costs [35] or membership fees of makerspaces [28]. The excluding impact of costliness
can also extend to establishing [34] and sustaining [60] makerspaces and securing the
best and most suitable environment for pleasant and inclusive making experiences [43].
On the other hand, providing wider access to makerspace tools is a common motivation
behind establishing makerspaces [5,38]. Some makerspaces even offer free access [5]. Other
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techniques of lowering costs of making include using cheaper materials [38,47], creating
new, more affordable maker technologies [13,27] and diversifying a makerspace’s income
stream to take some pressure off membership fees [49]. Government and institutional
initiatives in several countries aim at increasing interest in STEM education among young
people by financing the establishment of makerspaces that host free educational activities
for children and young people [60]. In Germany, makers even recognised basic income as a
possible means for focusing on open hardware innovation [28].

Even with openness-minded makerspaces, economic capital can be a factor that di-
rectly shuts some people out. Free access to spaces and tools can be central for some
makers [3], especially when considering children and students [60]. However, most mak-
erspaces collect a membership fee of some amount in order to be able to function [3].
Some makerspaces want to encourage joining with low or even nominal membership fees,
while others have rather high membership fees [28]. Even rather high fees can be justified
by comparing the membership fee to the cost of buying all the machinery individually,
which is usually even more expensive and thus even more exclusive [49]. In this way,
makerspaces can make the tools accessible for more people, even if not everyone.

The idea of making as a pleasurable hobby can also be exclusionary since not everyone
can afford or have the free time necessary to make just for fun [13]. Makerspaces can
however have an atmosphere that does not support making for practical purposes, and
creative and fun forms of making are strongly preferred [61], at least in economically
developed countries. In developing countries making can have a different meaning,
however, and local needs can be met with a more practical makerspace approach [4,26,68].

In many parts of the world, resource scarcity can be a big issue that complicates
or even prevents maker activities [4]. The materials that Western makers use routinely
and are able to purchase from any hardware store might not be available elsewhere [68].
The current COVID-19 pandemic has given even relatively well-developed countries an
experience of suffering from resource scarcity, as medical hardware has been in danger of
running out [40–42]. Luckily, with some resourcefulness and creativity, alternative, frugal
designs utilising locally available materials can be developed [41,42,68]. This, however,
requires a certain degree of education or experience in making.

The privileged Western maker culture mostly discussed in the research literature also
stands in opposition to many older concepts of DIY or repair culture that have developed
outside the Global North. Examples of these practices are the Brazilian gambiarra and
Indian jugaad, both of which focus on repairing broken things and dealing with resource
scarcities in a creative way. These concepts are more deeply rooted in these societies and
cultures than newer maker culture. They are also more practical in their approach, solving
relevant societal problems [32]. In their similarities and differences with the mainstream
maker approach, these indigenous concepts highlight the long history of DIY that goes way
further back than the invention of 3D printers and do not necessarily require expensive
lab equipment.

3.2.3. Cultural Barriers in Maker Practices

In the previous section, we highlighted some structural barriers to openness in making.
In addition to these, there are also other, more culturally derived sources of exclusion. Even
though these are intertwined in many ways, there is a need to discuss them separately to
gain a clearer analytical understanding of the diverse dynamics of exclusion.

Not all makerspaces are able to create a model and host activities that would create
interest and relevance to larger groups of people. This can lead to low participation rates
and alienation of the majority of local communities from makerspaces, as they develop
a feeling that a makerspace is not easily approachable [69]. Sometimes making activities
might simply be uninteresting to the majority of people [51] or feel too intimidating,
for example because of the high technology used [69]. Certain groups might also be
more vulnerable to alienation, for example because of language issues making it more
difficult to interact with other makers [43,44]. Some researchers claim that even cultural
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understandings of making might be a source of alienation, and that including wider
understanding of “making” beyond the current technology-focused understanding could
be beneficial [70].

These challenges point towards the need for defining specific target groups that a mak-
erspace wishes to reach. Different target groups call for different activities (see e.g., [46]),
and there are in fact examples of makerspaces that successfully specialise for certain target
groups. One such example is Men’s Shed, a makerspace chain for older men that is de-
signed to support their mental health and offer a community around woodworking [43].
Many makerspaces also wish to engage children in their activities. In these efforts, it is
important to depart from their interests instead of the infrastructures of the makerspace in
order to spark a genuine and long-term interest in making [69]. Offering enough support
and appropriate explanations is also important when hoping to engage young girls, for
example [44]. Departing from local problems and providing relevant and easy-to-use
opportunities of using data are also good tools in citizen science projects, where wider
communities are called in to making science with scientists [26,47].

Other, more subtle barriers to the openness of makerspaces include high cultural
and social capital needed to (comfortably) work in these spaces. This can mean having
higher education or simply having learnt the correct ways of interacting and behaving to
match the high-class atmosphere prevailing in some makerspaces [49]. People generally
have a tendency to favour others who are similar to them, and this extends also to the
maker movement, where having high cultural and social capital can be very beneficial or
even necessary [61]. Furthermore, making and especially successfully becoming a maker
entrepreneur often requires prior (higher) education [59] and/or family that is able to
financially support the maker’s activities [27] or extensive social networks [60]. As makers
are usually from higher societal positions, the system also has a tendency to reproduce itself.
New makers are often recruited from the social networks of current makers and, for this
reason, they tend to be in similar societal positions [27,43]. Skills and knowledge are also
often needed to get started with making, which inevitably excludes some people [37,38].

Several efforts have been made to create easy entry points for making to include
people with lower socioeconomic capital and less technological knowledge. These include
creating easily reproducible parts that can be used to build different designs [38], organising
workshops with lower entry barriers than regular activities [43] and making sure there
are sufficiently easy elements in production kits offered in workshops [50]. It can also
be good to ensure that people can utilise their prior knowledge in new platforms by
using popular coding languages, for example [30]. New technology is also constantly
becoming easier and cheaper to use, which makes digital making accessible to more
people [13]. Several authors also emphasise the importance of having technological help
available in a makerspace, especially when including groups like children and people with
disabilities [33,34,44], and publishing proper, clear and detailed instructions online for
aspiring makers to use [13,37,51]. When looking to include different socioeconomic groups,
the physical place of the makerspace plays an important role as well, and locating it in a
diverse neighbourhood probably leads to a more diverse maker community [43,46].

In the literature, a lack of and need for long-term commitment in making was also
identified. As many engagement activities include short-term, one-off workshops, par-
ticipant long-term interest in making was not always sparked [69], or there was no good
way available for them to keep up with their new hobby [33]. A quick pace of change with
regard to technology in certain subcommunities of makers, such as digital musicians, was
also identified as a barrier for long-term commitment [30]. In order to create sustainable
communities around open hardware production, committed makers are essential. Without
long-term commitment, lasting impacts are also hard to achieve.

4. Discussion: Tensions Arising from Different Understandings of Openness

In the previous sections, we have shown that openness in making is a multifaceted
concept with many different meanings. More than a conceptual question, it is a question of
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different understandings of what the maker movement does and should look like. There
are competing forces regarding many factors of openness, which leads to tensions within
the maker movement regarding potential future pathways. In this section, we will have
a closer look at these tensions. Drawing from the findings of critical futures studies, we
claim that, rather than aiming to solve these tensions, the maker movement would benefit
from engaging in critical dialogue on them to achieve understanding of their nature and
to “become more aware of them and how they impact our daily lives” [71] (p. 57). Hence,
we argue that the identified tensions can teach us about different perspectives for varying
social realities of those engaged in making. Following this line of thinking, we will suggest
the following five conversation topics for embracing the recognised tensions.

Tensions between different economic stances
The first tension considered here is between different economic stances towards

making. On the one hand, making can be seen as non-commercial in nature, even criticising
the prevalent capitalist system. In this line of thought, the maker movement is often seen
as a way to increase financial equality. On the other hand, there is an entrepreneurial,
even commercial side to the maker movement, where making appears as a way to increase
innovations and boost entrepreneurship.

There are some rather obvious conflicts between these two lines of economic thought.
Open sharing is very central to makers wishing to disrupt the current production systems
and capitalist order. This, however, can leave their designs vulnerable to exploitation by
other, more commercially minded makers. To prevent this, the conditions of “free sharing”
should be discussed more clearly, and open-source patenting could also bring some relief to
the problem. If the different stances are not in conflict, a fruitful co-existence of differently
minded makerspaces and maker networks can flourish.

Tensions arising from different societal contexts of making
Next, we want to emphasise the tensions that arise between different contexts of

making. These contexts differ in both economic and socio-cultural aspects, and the division
between the Global North and Global South can be applied to characterise the difference.
As seen in the literature review, in the Global North, defined by economic wealth and
prosperity, making is mostly a fun hobby. In the Global South, however, making is more
often about coping with resource scarcity. In the South, making also relates more often to
traditional practices (such as gambiarra or jugaad) and the frugality of innovations plays a
more central role.

Considering the tension of different contexts, there is not so much a direct conflict
but a disconnection. The tension arising from the practice of making in such different
environments can make the exchange of ideas hard, and obviously geographical distance
does not make it any easier. If cooperation between different regions could be fostered, this
could, however, be beneficial for both partners (see e.g., [39]). The connections between
regions can be fostered both in online formats and joint projects. In this case, openness can
mean both having an open mindset, that allows connecting with people from very different
backgrounds, as well as concrete measures to share more ideas between different regions.
At best, global maker connections might be a small way of coping with global inequalities
(see e.g., [4]).

Tensions between different social imaginaries of the societal role of making
The third tension we turn our attention to concerns different imaginaries of what the

future of the maker movement could look like. On the one hand, the maker movement can
be imagined to bring about the next industrial revolution and, with it, radical empowerment
of consumers. This imaginary often also relates to hopes of contributing to the sustainability
transition taking place. On the other hand, making can be seen more as a resource for
STEM education, increasing young people’s interest and skills in technology. In this sense,
making might not have any real radical aspects to it, but it might be seen more as a new
way of supporting current systems.

Perhaps the most notable conflict between the different imaginaries comes from not
realising the difference. The inclusion of making in education might be seen as something
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radical, even if the actual practice does not live up to the expectations (see e.g., [72]). This
is where the critical making approach becomes central: the term makes the distinction
between critical and “regular” making, highlighting the fact that not all making is in
any way radical or revolutionary. Educational making can be critical, of course, but
distinguishing more precisely might help avoid misconceptions. One of the other ways
of combining the two approaches might be by opening the black boxes of technology [15]
that allow both deeper learning and radical empowerment of consumers.

Tensions between individual versus collective orientation
The fourth tension points out the differences between individual and collective orien-

tations. These contradictions may stem from, for instance, differences in understanding
collective aims or, more fundamentally, from sharing different values. A practical example
might be the previously mentioned contradiction between open sharing as a central value
versus the individual aim to earn through innovation and patenting.

Collective orientation and sharing can be reinforced by supporting sharing in making,
for example, such as rewarding activities that promote openness. In a more fundamental
sense, managing these types of tensions is about processing collective values to better
suit with individual makers and their personal values. When the community is able to
communicate and reconstruct its core values in a participatory and transparent manner, it
increases awareness of itself and its members simultaneously. Shared vision-building is an
example of this kind of communal process, where aims and values of individuals can be
reflected with organisational/community-level desires [73]. Even more important reflection
between collective and individual directions occurs on a daily basis, in discussions with
other members of a community. By supporting the constant, low-hierarchical discussion
culture within a maker space, the organisation increases the likelihood that different
opinions meet—and build on—each other.

Tensions between different temporal dimensions
Some makerspaces are characterised by a lack of long-term commitment among

participants. One reason causing discontinuity relates to the punctual nature of project
work. In some makerspaces the projects may not be that interconnected content-wise and
they last only for a specific length of time. This kind of project reality has a tendency
to cause a lot of rotation within the community. Responding to this kind of challenge
may not be an easy task. Nevertheless, adapting strategic thinking in the longer-term
planning of a makerspace may help to build a more structured project portfolio, allowing
the development of contents and community in a more persevering way.

Another example of temporal difference relates to fundamental aims of making. It can
be asked, for example, if the makerspace exists for the renewal of future society or whether
it shares a more immediate orientation in contributing to the learning of makers and/or
improving their well-being. For this purpose, agility and flexibility are valuable. Being
able to communicate its purpose thusly, a makerspace is also likely to reduce mismatches
in orientations, aims and world-views between makers, organisers and stakeholders.

5. Conclusions: From Tensions towards Creating Reflexive, Critical and Open Futures

As we have shown in this article, openness is a complex yet very central concept in
the global maker movement. As a general conclusion, we want to emphasise that there is a
need to critically reflect on the contested understandings of openness and the consequences
that the related tensions may have for the future pathways of making. We also propose that
engaging in a reflexive futures dialogue [71] can enhance the maker movement to become
more open, inclusive and resilient.

When considering the future of the maker movement, its stances towards open prac-
tices is central and cannot be overlooked. As discussed in the previous section, there are
many tensions within the movement that hold the potential for conflicts or discontinuities.
To build a resilient movement that can potentially challenge current systems of consump-
tion, production and distribution, these tensions need to be recognised and considered.
More than that, the pathways chosen in relation to these tensions will have a considerable
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effect on the way the maker movement will look in the future. This is why open discussions
are so vital to ensure the movement also reflects its members in the future: diverse and
evolving, with a multiplicity of voices. At the same time, aiming for a consensus might not
be a good strategy while, instead, a plurality of approaches should be embraced.

The literature review also pointed towards several gaps in the research as well as needs
for deeper understanding. For one, there is a call for more future-oriented approaches in
studying the maker movement; this could benefit the movement by supporting holistic,
societal debate about the role and forms of making and about desirable and feasible futures
for the maker movement. Secondly, a more concrete understanding of managing the
tensions recognised in this review should be developed. How can the maker movement
use the tensions for its growth and make sure these tensions will not weaken the movement
from the inside?
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